
Does a high fat paleo type diet cure diabetes type two? 
 

There are three types of diabetes: Diabetes-1, Diabetes-2 and Gestational diabetes. 

Diabetes-1 is an auto immune disease in which the insulin producing cells have been destroyed through the auto 

immune reaction and insulin injections are necessary for the patient to continue to live a relatively normal life. 

Diabetes-2 patients still produce insulin but the insulin is not effective anymore. The cells have become insulin 

resistant. Gestational diabetes is similar to diabetes-2 and is often a precursor to diabetes-2. 

 

There are two very different diets that both lower blood sugar levels and hence proponents on both sides claim that 

they "cure" diabetes-2: 

• The High Fat Low Carb diets (HFLC) like the paleo diet, the Atkins diet etc. 

• The very Low Fat High Carb (complex starches) (LFHC) whole food plant based diet 

 

There is plenty of evidence that indeed both types of diets lower blood sugar levels. But which one is best health 

wise? That both these very different diets really cure diabetes-2 seems unlikely. We need to understand what is 

happening.   

 

Science 

The basis of science is to consider ALL observations BEFORE coming to a conclusion.  

Just looking at one observation and drawing conclusions would be jumping to conclusions and that could give us a 

biased result. Not looking at all evidence results in research bias.  

Also, we need to first gather all evidence BEFORE we start to draw any inferences as otherwise, we would become 

biased towards the remaining evidence. Again, that would put bias in our study which we might call evaluation bias 

as the bias would happen in the evaluation process.  

In short: in science we need to avoid any assumptions and start with an open mind. 

 

So, what are the main observations around diabetes-2? 

1) In a diabetes-2 patient blood glucose sugar levels go up after a meal containing carbohydrates as 100% of the 

starches are converted into blood glucose. Also 50% of table sugar is turned into blood glucose. 

2) Diabetic-2s are insulin resistant. They produce insulin but the insulin is not as effective anymore at removing 

blood sugar. As the excess blood glucose sugar is not removed properly, this will result in the blood glucose levels 

going up after the meal that dumps the glucose into the blood stream. This makes the insulin resistance the cause of 

the raised blood sugar levels. Hence the insulin resistance is the primary factor and the raised blood sugar levels are 

a secondary result. The raised blood sugar levels appear to be only a symptom of diabetes-2.   

3) The risk factors for diabetes-2 (which are other associated diseases and symptoms) are heart disease, raised 

cholesterol levels, kidney damage, eye damage, foot damage, skin infections, hearing loss, dementia, hypertension 

and nerve damage.  

 

The question now becomes: Which of the two diets (LFHC or HFLC) is best at addressing or preventing 1) blood 

sugar levels, 2) insulin resistance, and also 3) raised cholesterol levels, hypertension and heart disease, kidney 

damage, eye damage, foot damage, skin infections, hearing loss, dementia and nerve damage?  

 

Most of the diabetes-2 risk factors in group 3) are linked to arterial damage like the plaque build up in our arteries 

which is called atherosclerosis. Damaged arteries, blocked arteries and lack of blood flow are behind diseases like 

heart disease, kidney damage, eye damage, foot damage, skin infections, hearing loss and dementia. Hence in effect 

they are the same (arterial) disease manifesting themselves as different symptoms in the body. 

As we will see next, atherosclerosis in the heart muscle (i.e. heart disease) can be reverted on a low fat whole plant 

based diet (in about 90% of the cases). Doctors treating diabetes-2 with this LFHC diet claim success rates of close 

to 100%.  

 



The following angiogram from Dr Caldwell Esselstyn illustrates reversibility of arterial damage very nicely: 

 (1) 

Since the LFHC not only addresses 1) blood sugar levels, 2) insulin resistance but also 3) some of the risk factors 

like heart disease and raised cholesterol levels, we note that the LFHC diet addresses more observations around 

diabetes-2 than the HFLC diet. This makes the LFHC approach the better approach. Only a truly low-fat diet has 

ever been shown to revert atherosclerotic diseases like heart disease. It would appear that a high fat diet is actually 

associated with causing atherosclerotic diseases like heart disease. 

We conclude:  

 

 

 

 

as this diet addresses the most of the observations around diabetes-2. 

 The first person to revert heart disease through diet was Nathan Pritikin (2). The Pritikin Center has treated 

over 100,000 patients with his lifestyle medicine (3). Others that followed are Dr Caldwell Esselstyn (4) (5), Dr John 

McDougall (6) (7) and Dr Dean Ornish (8) (9). Ornish's heart disease random control trial first published in 1992 

(10) convinced the American Medicare system to refund this LFHC lifestyle based treatment (11) for Ornish, the 

Pritikin Center, the Benson-Henry Mind Body Institute and Ornish certified providers (12) (13). A study found 

lifestyle medicine for heart disease to be cost effective after just a three year period (14). Australia is lagging behind! 

Australia still treats heart disease only with unnecessary by-passes, angioplasty and stents and doesn't even give 

patients a non invasive less risky and cheaper dietary choice. 

 Reversibility of diseases like diabetes-2 through a LFHC diet had already been demonstrated in the late 

1930s by a German doctor by the name of Walter Kempner (15). Kempner put his patients on a diet of only 1. White 

rice, 2. Fruits and 3. Sugar. In other words, a very high carbohydrate (but very low fat) diet and his patients got 

better. This diet not only lowers the blood sugar levels (despite the carbs and sugars!) but it also reversed the insulin 

resistance which we can see from the blood sugar levels coming down despite the high carb intake.  

 

How then does the HFLC diet lower blood sugar levels? 

The HFLC diets lower blood sugar through avoiding the potential to raise blood glucose sugar levels from 

consuming starches (the carbs). Hence the HFLC diet gets around the symptom of raised blood sugar levels; the 

blood sugar levels are regulated external to the body; the HFLC diet covers up the issue of raised blood sugar levels 

rather than addressing it. In the process the HFLC diet also covers up the symptom of insulin resistance as hardly 

any insulin is needed on a HFLC diet. 

 A high fat diet does not give one the glucose your muscles and brains need to function properly. One is also 

still exposed to all the other atherosclerotic risk factors that come with diabetes-2:  hypertension, heart disease, 

kidney damage, eye damage, foot damage, skin infections, hearing loss, dementia as the root cause has not been 

The low-fat whole plant starch based diet is  

the better diet for general health including diabetes-2 



addressed: the high level of fats in our diet that damage the arteries (plaque deposits) and also block the insulin 

receptors (16) and doing so cause diabetes-2. Longevity researchers like Dan Buettner and the Wilcox brothers (17) 

(18) also lean towards a LFHC diet. 

 In a study by Neal Barnard et al, a vegan LFHC diet did better from all perspectives than the animal food 

containing diet from the American Diabetes Association (19)! 

 The LFHC diet is starch based and includes all grains, vegetables, some fruits and some (but minimal) nuts 

and oily seeds. A B12 supplement is needed as we used to get B12 from soil bacteria and we miss out through our 

hygiene. All animal products like meat, dairy, eggs and fish are avoided and so are refined products like sugar, white 

flour and especially all oils (yes including olive oil!).  

 

Historical and financial perspectives on the existing confusion  

The tendency of all of us is to be guided by our emotions. In "Salt Sugar Fat" Michael Moss argues that the 

manufacturers manipulate sales (and hence us!) with salt, sugars and fats. Michael Moss also mentions research 

demonstrating that the same areas of the brain light up (emotions!) when we eat sugar as when we eat fats. Hence 

this is one way the manufacturers manipulate our emotions increasing their sales. 

 We enjoy our fats and one the oldest accesses to high fat food for humans was adopting the omnivorous 

behaviour. However, disease reversibility of our number one killer heart disease demonstrates that consuming meat 

and dairy doesn't appear to have done us much good. It is the cause of our number one killer!  

 It is our brains that invented the unhealthy processed foods and it is our brains that invented animal traps, 

hunting tactics and animal husbandry giving us access to animal food. Next the brainchild of industrialization gave 

easy access to the animal and processed foods making us sicker than ever from chronic diseases while at the same 

time living longer through improved hygiene, sanitation, antibiotics and immunization. This prolongs preventable 

suffering! We appear to be simply plant eaters that are victims of our own brains!  

 The Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement from 1998 dissolved the Tobacco Institute, Council for Tobacco 

Research, and Center for Indoor Air Research and it prohibits tobacco manufacturers to misrepresent health dangers 

of tobacco use or limit distribution of information or research on health hazards of tobacco use (20) (21) (22). 

 Other industries benefitting from us doing the wrong thing appear to be: meat, dairy, egg, processed food, 

fish, medical diagnostic and pharmaceutical industries. These industries haven't been through a settlement like the 

Tobacco Master Settlement yet. Like the tobacco industries, these industries are supporting us doing the wrong thing 

through the many "expert not-for-profit" organizations supporting research. They are manipulating mass behaviour 

through influencing our culture, our beliefs and understanding. Fifty years after Pritikin first demonstrated heart 

disease reversal through diet alone, the "not for profit" American Heart Association (AHA) still advocates for a diet 

containing oils and animal products while the opposite can provide a cure! (23). Perhaps that the AHA is based in 

Dallas Texas (the heart of cattle country!) gives us a clue about what is happening??? The Australian Heart 

Foundation is also happy for us to consume cholesterol which only occurs in animal food (24). So is the Dutch 

Nederlandse Hartstichting (25). The Belgian Heart Foundation has a long list of sponsors mostly from the 

pharmaceutical and medical imaging industries (26). The Deutsches Herz Stiftung does not mention reversibility 

through diet and still recommends animal food and oils (27). The diabetes associations in those countries are no 

different (28) (29) (30) (31). Dietary research undermining industry profits is shunned or manipulated by these 

organizations. Their dietary advise avoids a dietary cure and prevention. Doing so, the public knowledge and 

understanding, part of the common good, is corrupted undermining the community and culture's health for their 

profits. Personal and government decisions and dietary recommendations are influenced and corrupted (32) (33) (34) 

(35) (36) (37) (38). People cannot not reach their full health potential because of commercial interests. 

 The lack of proper nutritional education of our doctors appears to indicate that corruption already starts in 

the education system. In a way it could be argued that doctors in medicine do not need to know about the health 

benefits of a healthy diet as this is not really medicine. After all, the degree does not lead to be "a doctor in health" 

but a "doctor in medicine". Medicines come from the pharmaceutical industry which in a way makes doctors in 

medicine an extension of the pharmaceutical industry. If one just considers chronic diseases, one could wonder if we 

have moved far at all from the traditional healers and spiritual leaders who used to serve indigenous communities as 

both avoid looking at the sick person's circumstances for a cure but seek healing externally.  

 The Dieticians Association of Australia accepted sponsors till 2018 (39) after which time the sponsorship 

appears to have become hidden as indicated by the Corporate Partners mutually agreeing on the “termination of 

sponsorships” and their continuing lack of promotion of the only diet that reverses our number one killer heart 

disease.  Political parties accept (and actively seek) sponsorship. In our "health system", the money is made from the 

sick, not the healthy nor the dead. We live in a capitalist world and capital is the central focus, not public nor 

individual health. 

This point is very well illustrated by the very inefficient American "health system".  

 



The American Experiment 

A good measure of public health is longevity. Currently no country on the planet spends more per person on health 

than the USA with $9892 per person per year. 

 

Country Life expectancy 

both sexes (40) 

Life Expectancy 

Ranking 

Total Health $ 

pppy 2016 (41) 

Total Health 

Care Cost 

Ranking 

Cigarettes per 

person per year 

2016 (42) 

United States 79.3 31 9892 1 1017 

Japan  83.7 1 4519 15 1583 

Switzerland 83.4 2 7919 2 1490 

Chile 80.5 28 1977 31 769 

Korea 82.3 11 2729 25 1667 

 

Out of the 35 countries with the highest per capita health expenditure, 26 (74%) have longer lifespans than US 

citizens who are paying by far the most of all for their health. Chile spends less than 20% on health of the American 

per capita and the Chileans still live longer. This all while at the same time, out of the 35 countries with the highest 

per capita health expenditure, 25 smoke more cigarettes per year than the average American. There are reports that 

the American life expectancy is currently coming down (43).The US "health system" appears extremely inefficient 

from the public health perspective but very efficient at extracting money out of the population from the investor's 

perspective.  

 The reason for the inefficiency of the American "health system" is fairly obvious. The financial rewards 

come from treating the sick. Hence sickness is promoted rather than health. The capitalist system works but if the 

rewards are setup opposite to the desired outcome (the desired outcome being health), then this actually promotes a 

very inefficient system from the public health point of view. Such a system leads to some over servicing but 

especially undermines disease prevention as this would shrink the market and hence the profits. 

 

The futility of the glycemic index for a healthy diet. 

We humans have changed our environment dramatically, including our food environment. It is in this greatly 

modified food environment that researchers came up with the glycemic index idea in order to work out how foods 

influence blood sugar levels. Doing the GI measurements in this greatly modified food environment is one factor 

that reduces the relevance of the GI index for people on that healthy - disease reversing - LFHC type diet. Having 

been created in a sick population, the glycemic index perspective comes with a sickness bias and therefor has only 

limited value.  

Other GI index limitations are: 1. only looking at the dietary influence on very short-term blood glucose levels and 

2. not explaining why the GI responses in diabetics and pre-diabetics are "non-standard".  

 

The Current Chinese Experiment: 

China's meat and dairy consumption 1978 – 2010 has been going up strongly. Meat went up from 8.3kg per person 

per year (pppy) in 1975 to 56.0kg pppy in 2013  (44) (45) which is a seven-fold increase. The Chinese are getting 

taller rapidly (46) and the total cancer rates are going up (47), and Harvard notes that their heart disease and strokes 

are going up to (48). Also their obesity rates are increasing including in children. One Unicef report states: "changes 

over the 20 years can extrapolate that child obesity is already prevalent among the children under seven in China" 

(49).  The traditional grains are being replaced with the much fattier animal food as the affluence increases (50). 

According to one research, their corresponding cholesterol levels appear to have been going up from 155mg/dl (or 

4mmol/l) in 1958 to a whopping 232mg/dl (or 6.0mmol/l in 2003) (51). An increase in fat intake resulting in 

increased cholesterol levels should not be a surprise as the body produces cholesterol so the lipids from the food can 

be utilized in e.g. the muscles. This requires lipid transportation through the lipid averse blood system we have. 

Cholesterol is basically lipids wrapped in proteins to make them serum soluble (52). Hence all fats raise serum 

cholesterol levels albeit to different degrees. 

In 1980 the high carb (rice) eating Chinese had a diabetes-2 rate of <1% (53) while in 2010 the diabetes-2 rates in 

China were 11.6% (54). That is a whopping 12-fold increase! The Chines start to eat like the west and they get the 

same problems like the west.  

 All evidence points at the true cause of diabetes-2 being dietary lipids (fats). The complex carbohydrates 

raising the blood sugar levels are only a diabetes-2 symptom (55). In order to understand diabetes-2 properly, we 

need to understand cause and effect. 

 It is not the petrol (gas) that causes high petrol (gas) consumption, it is the style of driving, the car use and 

the choice of car that cause high petrol consumption. Blaming the carbs for diabetes-2 is like blaming petrol 

purchase for fuel consumption. The logic is flawed. 

 Companies like McDonnalds have been expanding very rapidly in China in recent years (56). 

 All this is rather ironic since The China Study (57) done in the 1970s already demonstrated the health 

advantages of a low fat more plant-based diet (including for diabetes-2). While the industries make lots of money, 

there appears to be a discord between individual human intelligence and our mass intelligence. The trust the 



population has in the capitalist culture seems to be broken for profits. Trust is the glue of human relationships and 

hence cultures. It is what makes it possible for all of us to live together in harmony. We might be heading towards a 

more unstable world currently as social investments in populations are often in decline and so is trust in governments 

and leaders. 

 The popularity of high fat diets appears to indicate a "wishful thinking bias" as fats are quite addictive. The 

industry's interests point at a "commercial bias" undermining and corrupting public health. 

 Looking at all aspects, it would appear that the reason diabetes-2 is such a strong risk factor for heart 

disease is because of the common cause of both these diseases: the very high fat diet we consume. 

 

Epidemiological Science perspective 

Not all associations are causations as associations can also be accidental and confounding. It is changing causality 

that will change the greatest number of associations while changing confounders might only change some. We see 

the HCLF diet change not only blood sugar levels but also HbA1c, insulin resistance, reverting heart disease and 

being associated beneficially to many other diseases. Hence the HCLF diet is proper way to truly control diabetes-2. 

 

Important: If on medication, ensure you are closely supervised while making any of dietary changes as otherwise 

you might put yourself into danger through e.g. regaining insulin control of your blood sugar levels while 

competing medication also controls blood sugar levels.  
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